
Super Hydrophilic & Hydrophobic Coating Systems

+ for Hydrophilic Applications
•  Attracts Water to Surface
•  Hydrophillic will interact with water
•  Polar Charged Surface
•  “Self-Cleaning” Effect

- for Hydrophobic Applications
•  Repels Water on Surface

•  Non-Polar Charged Surface

•  Reduces Mold & Mildew Growth

APPLICATIONS

Data Centers
Food Processing Plants
Air to Air Heat Exchangers



Central  Location
Oklahoma Custom Coating

Seminole, OK
(405) 382-0231
sales@ecoat.us

South  Location
Metal Processing International

Mission, TX 
(956) 205-0083
sales@ecoat.us

Water distribution across a fin surface has a significant impact on the performance
characteristics of a coil. Surface icing prevention, condenser & evaporator fouling
prevention and improved corrosion resistance are reasons for considering FinkoteHp
process applications.

FinkoteHp- Hydrophobic
Hydrophobic is a term used to describe a material that repels water. When water is put 
onto a surface with a hydrophobic coating it will bead up causing it to have a very large 
contact angle. A hydrophobic surface has a low surface energy that resists wetting.  
Moisture contact angle measurements will classify a surface as hydrophobic when the 
contact angle of the water droplet exceeds 90 degrees. FinkoteHp - coatings are 
non-polar, which is why it will repel water. The repelling of water can make it difficult for 
surfaces to harbor bacteria, reducing mold and mildew growth, hence why it is popular for 
evaporator coils.

FinkoteHp+ Hydrophilic
FinkoteHp+ coatings are exactly the opposite, hydrophilic.  They are high surface energy 
substrates that attract water and allow wetting of the surface. They typically have a
droplet contact angle measurement of less than 90 degrees. This makes the surface 
attract water and allows it to wet its surface. This high wettability causes a very low 
contact angle. Hydrophilic coatings are polarized which is why they are attracted to water 
thus creating a self-cleaning layer on condenser coils, which is also polar.  Improved 
efficiency in heat transfer devices & heat exchangers drive the direction of a 
hydrophilic process.
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